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off, as has been said, if God cuts the head off the wings will
be weakened."
Even though these politics are clear in the minds of our leader
brothers, it is very important to remind all of our brothers
about it with a note to the new generation, who joined the jihad
road and were not advised about this issue. Thus, they conduct
separate operations rather than concentrating on the main
objective as we heard in the news about operations in Ma‟rib and
„Ataq against the government forces. I hope these operations
were important for the mujahidin‟s self-defense only.
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I provide an example to clarify al-Qaida's general political
policy in concentrating on America, which means that the enemies
of the Ummah, for example, is a malicious tree with a huge trunk
of 50 cm around and has many different sizes of branches,
including the countries of NATO and other regimes in the
regions. We want to cut this tree at the root. The problem is
that our strength is limited, so our best way to cut the tree is
to concentrate on sawing the trunk of the tree. We need to
concentrate on cutting around 30 cm in the bottom of America‟s
leg (trunk). Even though we have the chance to attack the
British, we should not waste our effort to do so but concentrate
on defeating America, which will lead to defeating the others,
God willing.
Here is an example for you, the mujahidin were able to cut the
root of the Russian tree, and after that, all the branches fell
one after the other, …
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…from the south of Yemen to Eastern Europe, without spending any
effort on these branches at that time. Therefore, any arrow and
mine we have should be directed against Americans, disregarding
all other enemies, including NATO, and concentrating on
Americans only.
For example, if we were on the road between Qandahar and Helmand
and army vehicles of Afghanis, NATO, and Americans drove by, we
should choose to ambush the American army vehicles, even though
the American army vehicles have the least amount of soldiers.
The only time you are allowed to attack the other army vehicles
is if those army vehicles are going to attack our brothers. In
other words, any work to directly defend the mujahidin group

